Abstract. In image processing, color is generally treated as an autonomous entity that is separate from spatial dimensions. Consequently, color processing and color mapping are predominantly done as point operations, linking one color to another, without considering spatially neighboring colors. It is well known that this pointwise approach does not capture the spatial dependencies of color that we humans experience in everyday life. More precise mathematical models of color vision that take into account spatial dependencies are generally computationally expensive. This leads to a continuing predominance of point-wise color processing. We introduce some simple spatially dependent processing techniques and demonstrate the potential advantages of even such simple schemes. The underlying assumption is that simple spatial operations allow the ''hiding'' of artifacts and errors in a way that is less objectionable to a human observer.
Introduction
In an ideal world, color mappings and color image processing would not be needed, since all input and output devices would be able to correctly reproduce all colors that are visible to a human being. The real world, however, is far from this idealized situation. Not only do existing devices limit the gamut of the reproducible colors, they also all rely on the fact that metamerism allows the eye to perceive two stimuli with entirely different physical properties as the same color. 1 The image on a TV screen can be completely described by the spectra of the phosphors used. These same phosphor spectra, however, will not match an identicallooking image produced by oil paints. Only when the broad response curves of the human eye are used to reduce the spectra to a triplet of numbers is a match achieved.
At this point, the question arises as to what quantity should be preserved in applications in which a human observer is the final recipient. And, acknowledging the enormous computational capacity of the human eye and brain, should we try to simulate ''reality,'' or should we try to provide the human visual system with a stimulus that can be converted into something consistent with reality? It is exactly the latter approach that has been used in color printing and television.
Several human visual models exist for predicting an observer response to an input stimulus. 2 The more common and widespread models start from a physical match to the real world, taking into account the three-sensor nature of the visual system. Spatial relationships have been introduced into these models, only at a later stage. Other visual models such as Retinex 3 start from a spatial structure of color and are very computationally expensive relative to point-wise models. However, as a result, they also promise and often achieve a better performance.
We take a somewhat different approach to spatial color processing. Rather than asking what the spatial interactions in the visual system are, we use simple, even simplistic, spatial processing and compare the perceived quality with that of point-wise processing. This approach is shown in two different examples, one being the reproduction of small colored text on binary media, the other being the mapping of color image data onto a limited device gamut.
Need for Color Mappings
There are several reasons to perform a mapping between an input and output color. An obvious reason is the limitation of the output device in terms of the number and range of colors it can reproduce. This is shown in Fig. 1 , where the wireframe structure is the set of all colors reproducible by an input display device, and the solid body is the set of all colors reproducible by an output hardcopy device. The input colors are mapped via a gamut mapping function:
from the input color C In to the output color C Out . In the simplest case, the mapping function F would be the clipping operator that maps input colors to the closest color in the output gamut in a chosen color space. 4 This results in an optimal reproduction in a mean squared error ͑MSE͒ sense in the given color space. For images, this often results in unacceptably poor quality due to the fact that different colors from the input ͑display͒ gamut could be mapped to a single color in the output ͑printer͒ gamut. A large body of work exists on trying to derive optimal or quasi-optimal gamut mapping functions F. An excellent summary of the literature on gamut mapping can be found in Ref. 5 . A second reason for color mapping between input and output is the desire to create a visually more attractive and/or distinctive color. The visually more attractive output might be a processing for preference, but also might be influenced by other system limitations, as is the case in the trade-off between color and spatial resolution. Other reasons for color mappings exist, as for example in the case of changing from one output medium to another, or from one viewing scenario to another. The color mapping equation can be modified to include neighboring areas in the mapping, yielding:
where C Area defines some color metric that is determined by the neighborhood. In the simplest case, C Area would be the average of some neighborhood:
Other more sophisticated metrics can be used for the purpose of spatial color mapping. In the ideal case, the color metric would be derived using a model of the human visual system. This should result in the ''best'' mapping, as judged by human perception. Incorporating the human visual model, however, is often quite impractical, since it requires considerably large computational resources.
Quality of Reproduction
At this point, a trade-off has to be made between computational load and reproduction quality. This trade-off generally leads to the abandonment of any spatial processing, since even simple models of the human visual system add serious complexity to the system. The issue that needs to be considered is how the quality of reproduction will finally be determined. In a pure measurement based approach to determining reproduction quality, the color input values would be compared with the output values and an objective criterion used, such as MSE. We already know that this approach will fail in a large number of cases, and that images will show unacceptable artifacts. Figure 2 shows the equivalent case for reproducing a black and white image on a binary device, i.e., a device with severely limited and quantized output colors. In Fig. 2 , the image on the left ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒ is mapped to the binary form using the MSE criterion ͓in Fig. 2͑b͔͒ or by using a simple spatial processing ͓error diffusion in Fig. 2͑c͔͒ . It is obvious that the MSE-based reproduction is inferior. Gamut mapping is the more general case of the identical problem of mapping many colors to fewer colors ͑in Fig. 2 , the mapping went from 256 colors to 2 colors͒ with the use of an input-output color map. This many-to-few mapping is the underlying problem in essentially all cases where a compromise in the representation has to be made.
In a strict sense, the use of gamut mapping already implies that reproduction is not based on physical measurement, but rather based on the perception and response of a human observer. Otherwise, the only possible gamut mapping would be clipping to the nearest in-gamut color, as suggested by the MSE error criterion. Following this observation, one can postulate that in a large number of applications, quality of reproduction is defined purely by observer acceptance, and that an additional class of algorithms should be examined in the reproduction task. These algorithms would not attempt to accurately model the human visual system, but would be limited to exploit some of the visual effects using low or moderate computational complexity, as permitted in practical imaging applications.
In the following two examples, we describe simple spatial color processing algorithms and their application to both color mapping scenarios just described.
Color Mapping for Visual Enhancement: Reproduction of Small Colored Text
Printing is normally accomplished using a halftoning scheme that allows only binary pixel values for the individual color separations. Each color separation is either ''on'' or ''off.'' There are a few exceptions to this rule, Simple spatial processing . . .
namely dye diffusion processes and multilevel ink-jet systems, but the vast majority of printed pages is created using a binary reproduction in the individual color separations. In the halftoning process, a trade-off is made between the color fidelity and the spatial resolution of the output. Large halftone screens allow better color fidelity, but they also limit the resolution of the spatial detail that can be represented. Small halftone screens allow better reproduction of detail at the expense of color accuracy.
In the strict sense, the use of a halftone screen already represents a simple form of spatial processing for color mapping, since the one-to-one relationship between input and output color is only preserved at the halftone cell level and not at the level of an individual pixel. The local averaging attribute of the human visual system is directly used in a simple fashion. There is no clear reason to not also incorporate other simple spatial effects into the color processing.
Color of Small Objects
It is a well-known effect that distinguishability of color is related to object size, i.e., the color of small objects or fine detail is less precisely perceived than the color of large objects. This can easily be explained by the different contrast sensitivity of the human eye to luminance and chrominace differences. 1 This also means that the reproduction requirements with respect to color are much less stringent for small objects, and subsequently, that the color of a small object can be changed to a different color if that improves some other attribute of the rendering, for example, the detail definition. In the context of this work, this means that it should be possible to map the color of the small text to a new color that has some beneficial rendering attributes.
Since the text will undergo a halftoning step in the final rendering to paper, we concentrate on a color mapping that aids in the halftone reproduction. 6 For the context of the text-rendering example, we define ''small'' text, and then map that text using a different mapping from the one used for large text. For simplicity, we make a hard delineation between small and nonsmall. Figure 3͑a͒ shows an example of an input containing both small and large objects. In a simple case, one can define the set of objects that is considered small by performing a morphological opening of the background. Figure 3͑b͒ is the resultant map of small objects. As can be seen from the figure, this simple definition of small object does not correspond in a one-to-one fashion with the human concept of small object. A good example for this is the area marked by the circle, showing that the stem of the numeral 2 is considered a small text object, albeit being part of a larger character. This means that two different parts of the same character will be treated differently, one part as a large object, one part as a small object. Nevertheless, we use this simple definition for the subsequent experiments.
The left side of Fig. 4 shows some small text. If the input text is rendered using a standard halftoning scheme, the pattern shown in the center of Fig. 4 will be created. Here, a relatively coarse halftone screen was used, which gives good color fidelity for pictorial images. As can be seen from the figure, the outline of the text is fractured with negative consequences on the readability of the text.
For comparison we now use a different color mapping for all text areas that are marked as small. In this case, we use a simple mapping of the form:
͑4͒
The equivalent mappings will be used for the other separations. As can be seen from the mapping, neither luminance nor color nor hue angle is preserved in this simple form. The right side of Fig. 4 shows the result of applying this simple spatial mapping on the input image, maintaining the same coarse halftoning screen. The main perceptual difference is that of improved readability. Figure 5 shows the proposed color mapping for an entire image containing both large and small objects. This means that the small text and the large text are processed using different color reproduction. The difference in the color is not generally noticed and even for the partial character-the stem of the numeral 2-no obvious color change is perceived. The color of the pie chart is maintained, since it is considered a large object. Figure 6 shows a detail enlargement of the numeral 2 in the two different reproduction scenarios. As can be seen from the right side of Fig. 6 , the numeral 2 is actually reproduced with a different average color in different parts of the numeral. This difference, however, is not noticeable at normal resolution. The resultant integrity of the character stem is clearly noticeable.
It should be noted that the reduced visibility of color detail is commonly used in other scenarios. In JPEG compression, 7 for example, the chrominance signal is commonly compressed more aggressively than the luminance signal. Alternatively, chrominance resolution is often reduced in bandwidth-limited systems. 1 
Color Mapping for Preferred Reproduction: Gamut Mapping
As mentioned in the Introduction in Sec. 1, mapping an input color to an output color for image reproduction is generally done using subjective image quality criteria, rather than measurement-based criteria such as MSE, etc. This is not caused by a lack of desire to use a metric-based approach, but rather by the lack of a convenient metric to describe the quality of gamut mapping. Correspondingly, a large number of gamut mapping algorithms have been developed, all optimized toward certain aspects of color reproduction, for instance hue preservation. 5 Common to the vast majority of algorithms is their local nature, i.e., the mapping is performed purely as a function of the input color, and thus is identical for every image pixel of the same color. There are straightforward ways to extend point-wise gamut mapping algorithms to spatial gamut mapping algorithms. One method is to cascade a point-wise gamut mapping algorithm with an error feedback algorithm and, if necessary, with a second point-wise gamut mapping. 8 In this approach, the spatial characteristics are included by means of the error feedback mechanism. This also allows the use of the standard gamut mapping algorithms for the individual components. The feedback system between the two gamut mapping algorithms explains the use of an error diffusion example in Fig. 2 to exemplify simple spatial processing. The basic idea is similar: a filtered version of the difference between input and output is fed back into the system to influence decisions. Figure 7 shows the described flow diagram for combining two point-wise gamut mapping algorithms through an intermediate spatial error feedback method. In this example, the input color data is mapped using the first gamut mapping G1, resulting in a new color value for the input pixels. Certain aspects of this new color value are now compared to the input color value for error feedback. In contrast to standard error feedback systems, only selected aspects of the color difference are brought back into the system. This is based on the fact that the input and output gamut do not share the same dynamic range and unwanted instabilities could occur in the feedback system. For the given example, we restrict ourselves to using the luminance component of the signal, since in image application, luminance plays an important role in the reproduction of fine detail.
The error signal is now spatially processed using a standard high-pass-type filter, and a filtered error signal is created that is fed back into the output of the first gamut mapping process. At this point, the new signal is no longer guaranteed to lie inside the device gamut, and an additional operation has to be performed. Theoretically, the mapping could be performed as an iterative processing. For simplicity, we chose to use a second gamut mapping operator. To maintain the intended benefits of the error feedback after the first gamut mapping operator, the second operator has to be matched to the first one. In the example, the first gamut mapping operator is designed to maintain colorfulness attributes of the image, thus producing a larger error in the luminance channel. This is counter to the more common way of attempting to minimize luminance errors in gamut mapping. Spatial detail is preserved, since the luminance error, albeit in a filtered form, is fed back into the system. The resultant image after the first gamut mapping has preferentially maintained colorfulness attributes of the image. The addition of the high-pass luminance error guarantees that the colorfulness attributes are maintained in all slowly varying areas of the intermediate image. The second gamut mapping algorithm now places emphasis on the luminance preservation. To the first order, one can assume that all slowly varying areas of the intermediate image are not modified, and that the colorfulness is thus maintained throughout the entire system. Simultaneously, the luminance detail that is present in the intermediate image will be, to first order, preserved at the cost of the colorfulness in the strongly varying areas. The resultant image should thus look sharp and colorful. Figure 8 shows comparisons of standard point-wise gamut mapping with the spatial gamut mapping. Figure 9 shows a detail enlargement of Fig. 8 . The difference between the two algorithms in terms of detail preservation is clearly visible.
When looking at Figs. 8 and 9, one has to remember that the spatial gamut mapped image actually has a larger ⌬E error than the point-wise gamut mapped image. That means that both in absolute and average error terms, based on ⌬E, the image on the left would be considered a better reproduction. But, as mentioned earlier, standard point-wise error metrics often fail to correctly describe the visual appearance of complex scenes.
To examine the quality of gamut mapping, several experiments have been performed. In the first set of experiments, users were asked simply about their preference. Results are shown in Fig. 10 , where observers were asked to rank images in order of preference. The responses are shown using the Bradley-Terry scores. 9 In a second experiment, a group of imaging experts was asked to judge the quality of reproduction with respect to the original image. The results are shown in Fig. 11 . What is interesting in the result is that the reproduction using the spatial gamut mapping has a larger ⌬E than the point-wise gamut mapping result. Nevertheless, the spatial gamut mapping was the predominantly chosen method.
Reference 8 contains details of the psychophysical experiments that have been conducted to compare the pointwise and spatial gamut mapping techniques.
Conclusion
For the best possible reproduction of an image, it is desirable to understand and model the behavior of the human visual system, the final recipient of the image information. In practical situations, this modeling would be extremely time consuming, if an accurate model even exists. We show that some of the spatial color effects are so strong that clear improvements over point-wise operations can be obtained, even by simplistic spatial color processing.
The two examples shown, reproduction of small text and gamut mapping of images, use very different mappings, neither of them attempting to correctly model the human visual system. The only aspect that is included in the processing was that humans have difficulty distinguishing the color of small objects or fine detail. Even the magnitude of this effect is ignored in the examples.
This means that several color and color image reproduction tasks should be revisited, incorporating simple spatial interactions.
The results shown are not intended to imply that the proposed spatial processing uses a good model of human visual attributes. Rather, we wish to show that even simplistic spatial processing can show improved results when compared to strict point-wise processing.
